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In February 2019, "We
are 2019 Graduation and
Promotion Exhibition"
was held at each school
of Jikei COM Group.
We presented our works
to the industry, focusing
on “Industry-School
e d u c a t i o n s y s t e m・
Company project”. It is
p ra c t i c a l t ra i n i n g i n
which students learn
“Work-ready” directly
from the industry.

After ﬁnishing 'We are TECH.C. 2019'
Tokyo Design Technology Center College
Game planning・Scnerio Major
（3rd year/2nd year）

TOKYO

WANG YAO

HUANG ZIKANG

China Kokusyo Japanese Language School
Shimura Campus

China KOBE TOKYO Japanese College
Motomachi CampusⅠ

On February 11 and 12, "We are TECH.C.2019" was held at the NS Building in
Shinjuku. We interniewed a team that presented a board game they made in
this exibition. "I was in charge of level design in this game," said Mr. Hwang, a
2nd year majoring in game planning・scenario. He said, I've controlled the
balance of test play over and over again so that the player can have a better
experience, it's hard to control the number of soldiers especially." Wang, a 3rd
year in the same major, said, "To make the rulebook which is my main work, I've
made dozens of revisions to make it easier to understand the explanations. I felt
fullfilled and accomplishment when people enjoyed playing games with my
rulebook. I'm also very grateful to my teacher for cooperation."

Attanding Guest

The board game made
with team-mate

Graduation and Promotion Exhibition 'We are TCA'
Tokyo Communicationa Art College ECO
Wild animal and Environment Conservation Major（2nd year）

TOKYO

CHEN JIN GUANG
China

Waseda Bunkakan Japanese Language Course

Tokyo Communication Art College held the Graduation and Promotion Exhibition 'we are TCA' at Makuhari Messe on February 8th and
Environment Booth
Interpreting
9th, 2019. Chen Jinguang, a 2nd year majoring in Wild animal and Environment Conservation, put on intrpretation on nature explanation
“Nut Craft Experience”
at environment booth for two days. In June, he went to the Millennium Mori Nature School in Omachi, Nagano Prefecture for this
interpretation, and conducted a survey on living things and plants. The purpose of this interpreter was to create an opportunity for visitors to take an interest in the natural
environment and to increase the number of people who are involved in environmental conservation and protection. It was a great opportunity for many business people and visitors
to listen to Mr. Chen's interpreter and think about the natural environment.

Company Project
Grand Prize Winner of Corporate Project of House Food Corporation!
OCA Osaka College of Deisgn & IT
Web Design and Editing Planning Major（3rd year）

ARIEL MAXINE CHIA KIM HOONG
Malaysia

Pusat Bahasa Teikyo

Ms. Ariel Maxine Chia Kim Hoong, third year of web design and editing planning major, worked on a company project of House Food Corporation with
her classmates. As a result of giving a presentation to the company, her group won the highest award! They also gave a presentation at OCA's
Graduation and Advancement Production Exhibition! She said that “I experienced teamwork and I thought communication was important after all. As we
shared roles in the team, we need to work with an image of the goals we decided, rather than doing what we want to do. By exchanging opinions with
each other, we are able to do better works because we come up with ideas we didn't know or thought. I realized that was the difference with personal
work. This time I had to think broadly, but it was a very good experience.
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Company Project
Got Award for Excellence in Corporate Project!
Osaka School of Culinary Arts
Patissier Course（2nd year）

CHRISTIAN ANGKASA
Indonesia MANABI Japanese Langusge Institute

Mr. Christian Angkasa, an international student from Indonesia, received an award of
excellence for a product development project of ANA Crowne Plaza Hotel Osaka. The
assignment is "proposing cakes to sell during Easter." He finished European-style Easter
cake "Rafraichir" while repeating trial and error many times with two Japanese
classmates of the same team. He said that "I made this cake because I would like to
spread the Carrot cake which is popular in foreign countries to Japanese people. What
was difficult is the mousse part that fits the dough. We made many prototypes and
decided the combination of dough and mousse while getting advice from the chef. Finally,
by combining white chocolate mousse and berry mousse with fluffy carrot cake and
adding cinnamon, we were able to finish the cake with an accent on the aroma." He also
said, "I was able to learn the importance of assembling the finished image of the cake in
advance through this corporate project. I felt that this experience led to my growth."

Got Excellence Award!

Angkasa's work "Rafraichirl"

He demonstrated his success of 2 years!

Got a job through 2 company projects!
Tokyo Design Technology Center College
Web Creator Major（1st year）

XIAO KAIWEN
China ISI Language College

Xiao, who majored in Web Creator, has been active in company projects since he entered the
school. As a result of company project of the new company, NeoAssociation Inc., they have adopted
his design for their logo. It was a project that required understanding of the company's features and
concept from design of the logo. Another project proposal for wall painting art exhibited in the
school's space within The Electronic Music Collective, which was opened in the fall of 2018, also
adopted his wall painting design. It was a project that came up with an understanding of the
features of EMC, including images of streets in Japan, cultural aspects of NY, cities, electronic
music, dance music, reggae, hip hop, etc. Adopted works were also exibited at the
Graduation/Promotion Exhibition 'We are TECH.C.2019' and received high praise from visitors. Xiao
said, "The school classes are good and I like the atmosphere very much. It's a great experience for
me to be able to participate in a company project while I'm in school. From now on, I want to
improve my skills and do my best to display better works."

Mr.Xiao presenting logo proposal

In front of EMC wall painting design
(We are TECH.C.2019)

Special Lecture
The Greatness of Human Potential
Tokyo Design Technology Center College
Super IT Engineer Major（3rd year）

CHAN YOU CHUN
Malaysia KCP International Japanese Language School

On February 15 (Fri), IoT developer Bodo Hoenen from the U.S. gave a lecture titled "The Story of Global Scale Using IT and
Manufacturing."Chan, who majored in Super IT engineer 3rd year, said after this lecture, "I learned the importance of acting
bravely no matter what difficulties I have. "In order to help his sick daughter, Bodo developed a new device using technology
approaching in a different way from a doctor. "I was impressed by the idea that ‘what I started for my daughter might give
other people with the same worries a little bit of hope. I want more and more people to be saved.’ And I also want more
penetration of open social innovation (multiple experts working together to solve social problems) that I mentioned at this
time, as it is not well known in Japan."
Mr. Bodo Hoenen
IoT developers from New York, who have also spoken at the United Nations.
Social entrepreneurs, consultants, innovators and thought leaders. He is doing activities to make the world better for
children.
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Mr.Bodo answered student questions

Taking commemorative photo in the end
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Industry Training
Participate in the ﬁlm shooting as an internship!
Broadcasting Arts College
Movie Drama Production Course（1st year）

YUAN MAN KIT
Hong Kong Kansai College of Business & Language

3 students including an international student, Mr. Yuan Man Kit participated in
the shooting of the movie “Jidai Okure” (provisional title) featuring comedians,
Mr. Kanpei Hazama, his son and singer Mr. Shintaro Hazama and Kenji Tamura
at Awaji Island, Hyogo Prefecture. Mr. Yuan Man Kit said, "I felt that there was no
more enjoyable place unlike the ones I experienced so far. I participated as a
director and was entrusted with the clapperboar under the assistant director.
People who haven't done it say clapperboard is easy, but it's actually not easy,
even a few mistakes can take time. There is a lot of learning just to hit the
clapperboard. In addition to writing the number of correct scene cut take, the
position of hitting the clapperboard changes depending on lens and focus of the
camera and using a flashlight in a dark place. This time, though it was a hard
schedule, I was able to get along well with all the performers and do my best
because there are full of laughter and smile. It will be exhibited at "The 11th
Okinawa International Film Festival" held in Naha City in April. Look forward to
completion! !

School Event
International New Year's Party

Costar with the popular dance and vocal group "DA's"!
Osaka School of Music
Bass Technique Course（postgraduate）

Tokyo Communication Arts College

CHEN TE HUAI
Taiwan Japansese Communication International School

A foreign student from Taiwan, Mr. CHEN TE HUAI
joined regular performance of the popular dance
and vocal unit "DA's"as a bassist on 26th
January 2019 at YES THEATER of Namba. DA's
is a female unit of 40 women from current
boost the performance with a bass!
students and graduates of Osaka College of
Dance & Actors. Their performance at Okinawa International Film Festival, regular
performance and music videos are on the rise with popularity such as being uploaded
on YouTube! "I was very nervous when I first performed together. DA's performed every
month, so I learned a lot about the work in the music industry. Having worked with fixed
members was a really good opportunity for me to grow and this activity also led to
other opportunities and I am truly grateful." It is his dream to become a bassist of a
famous band in Taiwan after graduation!

On February 2 (Sat), TCA held the New Year's
Party in accordance with the lunar New Year.
TCA, which has a large number of foreign
students, offers a wide variety of dishes for
the New Year and holds bingo competitions.
The taste brings back memories
On the day, students cooked rice cakes,
Chinese boiled dumplings, and Korean rice cake supe and served everyone. The next
day was Setsubun, the last day of winter, so we had Ehoumaki as well!
Not only foreign students but also many Japanese students participated in the
conversation and enjoyed the cuisine of each country. It was a very fulfilling time as a
forum for exchange between foreign students and Japanese students who could not
return to hometown in the New Year.

commemorative shooting with DA's after the show

Served Foods
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School Event
Winner of the 53rd Osaka Prefecture Western Sweets Contest!
Osaka School of Culinary Arts
patissier course（2nd year）

CHIU YEN KAI
Taiwan Osaka Bio-Medical College

On November 9, 2018, the 53rd Osaka Prefecture Western-style confectionery contest was held.
Students of Osaka School of Culinary Arts participated in the student section of candy, marzipan and
chocolate. Mr. CHIU YEN KAI, 2nd year of patissier course participated in the chocolate category. As a
result, his work "Eve wish" has won an outstanding award! He came to school on Summer vacation,
thought about design through trial and error, faced difficult techniques of chocolate, and finally that effort
came to fruition! He said, "I was stuck with the Christmas tree and it was difficult to assemble each leaf,
but when I was finished, I had a big sense of accomplishment and was happy to be awarded this time."
His work has a sharp color and a beautiful luster of chocolate. At the award ceremony, the judges also
commented that he could have won the prize in the general section. We hope he will continue to create
great works.

CHIU’s work "Eve wish"

Grand Prize Winner in Student Section
of Chocolate Category!

Student Interviews
Foreign students from Vietnam became e-sports professional gamers!
OCA Osaka College of Design & IT
e-sports professional gamer course（1st year）

TRUONG GIA FUE
Vietnam Hosei University

Ms. TRUONG GIA FUE, e-sports professional gamer course, has
signed a sponsorship contract as a streamer! She started giving
live game video to Youtube with the name "Migutan channel" from
May 2018, and the number of registrants is about 75,000 in 9
months! ! ! She showed rapid growth and signed a streamer
contract with Good Eight Squad Co., Ltd. in February this year, and
it became clear that she became our school's first professional
gamer! Not only in Vietnamese but also in Japanese, she is playing
live games by engaging in various game titles such
as PUBG, LOL, APEX, etc. We look forward to your
continued support of her activities.
Channel registration from here!
URL: https://youtu.be/OT-Cog8bVsc

Job Fair
Joint Company Job Fair
Fukuoka Bridal, Hotel & Tourism College
Hotel and Travel Major（1st year）

On February 19, 2019, a joint company job fair was held for
first-year students at Fukuoka Bridal, Hotel & Tourism College.
A joint company job fair is an event where many companies
visit the school and hold a briefing session only for students at
this school. Many students from the hotel and travel
departments also participated. There were also companies
that run major hotels where many foreign alumnies working,
and everyone listened seriously. In the first year, job hunting
will begin in earnest. At the same time as the joint company
job fair, a ceremony was held to raise awareness about job
hunting. Let's try our best to make each dream come true!

Company Brieﬁng.
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The students listen carefully.
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